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Last year...
LibreOffice Conference 2018, Tirana Albania

The 2018 edition is to be held in Tirana, Albania on September 25 to September 28, 2018. On September 25, in the afternoon, there will be community meetings, and you may be interested in those if you are an active contributor.

Primary contact for TDF

Sophie Gautier (mailto: sophie dot gautier at documentfoundation dot org)
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One of the most famous Jobs quotes is

“Stay Hungry, Stay Foolish”

- STEVE JOBS -
Software
Dynamic Presentation - DS software made for PowerPoint
15 Days Free Trial - Download Now
Free & Premium Templates · Dynamic PPT Software · See Our Customer Reviews

Make Interactive Presentations | Capture Attention and Keep It
Turn passive listeners into active participants with an interactive presentation
No Signup Required · Try It For Free · Multiple Question Formats

According to tutsplus.com

Here's a look at the free versions of some of the most popular online presentation tools:

- PowerPoint Online.
- Google Slides.
- Keynote.
- LinkedIn SlideShare.
- Zoho Show.
10 Presentation Tools to Win Over Your Audience - Hongkiat
https://www.hongkiat.com/blog/presentation-tools/
PowerPoint is one of the most popular presentation tools. However, it lacks interactive features, without which your presentation might become boring enough to lead people to boredom. Well, that's the last thing you wish while creating a presentation, right? Don't worry, let me introduce you to powerful yet engaging.

7 Presentation Tools to Engage Your Audience - Business News Daily

40 Presentation Software & Powerpoint Alternatives For 2017
https://www.customshow.com/best-powerpoint-alternatives-presentation-programs/
Sep 3, 2017 - NOTE: This is a list of 40 different presentation software tools. You're looking for only Free Presentation Programs, view our post on 9 Free Presentation Tools you can start using today. Great for educators and students. If you are truly serious about purchasing new presentation software and need some...
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Tips 1.

Animation
I am from Taiwan.
Tips 2.

Focus
FREE OFFICE SUITE

LIBREOFFICE 6:
“THE BEST OFFICE SUITE GETS EVEN BETTER” – ZDNET

DOWNLOAD NOW

Do more - easier, quicker, smarter

LibreOffice is a powerful office suite – its clean interface and feature-rich tools help you unleash your creativity and enhance your productivity.

LibreOffice includes several applications that make it the most powerful Free and Open Source office suite on the market.
FREE OFFICE SUITE
LIBREOFFICE 6:
"THE BEST OFFICE SUITE GETS EVEN BETTER" – ZDNET

Download Now

Do more - easier, quicker, smarter
LibreOffice is a powerful office suite – its clean interface and feature-rich tools help you unleash your creativity and enhance your productivity.
LibreOffice includes several applications that make it the most powerful Free and Open Source office suite on the market.
Download LibreOffice

LibreOffice 6.3.1

If you’re a technology enthusiast, early adopter or power user, this version is for you!

LibreOffice 6.3.1 release notes
Supplementary Downloads:
  - Help for offline use: 中文 (Traditional) (Torrent, Info)
  - Key management software for the new OpenPGP feature (external site)
  - need another language?

Choose your operating system:
Windows x86_64

DOWNLOAD

LibreOffice 6.2.7

This version is slightly older and does not have the latest features, but it has been tested for longer.
For business deployments, we strongly recommend support from certified partners which also offer long-term support versions of LibreOffice.

LibreOffice 6.2.7 release notes
Supplementary Downloads:
  - Help for offline use: 中文 (Traditional) (Torrent, Info)
  - Key management software for the new OpenPGP feature (external site)
  - need another language?
Tips 3.

Transparency
one by one
one by one
With transparency
only one
Development

- Click here to get the code, talk to developers, and start working on Easy Hacks

Documentation

- See our documentation page on how you can get involved in our documentation work (e.g., online help, or Calc handbooks)

Infrastructure

LibreOffice's infrastructure - such as the website - is used by millions of people every year. Join our community and get experience with large-scale infra!

- See our infrastructure page for the tools we use and how to get involved

Design

- Contribute to LibreOffice design with your artwork and user experience expertise
Development
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Documentation
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New Movies

Aladdin

Category: Adventure / Comedy
Languages: English

Description: A thrilling and vibrant live-action adaptation of Disney's animated classic. "Aladdin" is the exciting tale of the charming street rat Aladdin, the courageous and self-determined Princess Jasmine and the Genie who may be the key to their future.
3 Wishes

1. About Animation
2. About Shadow
3. About Copy Paste
Wish 1.

About Animation
Wish 2.

About Shadow
No blur : ( 
Wish 3.

Copy Paste
Bruce Lee - Wikipedia

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bruce_Lee

Lee Jun-fan (Chinese: 李振藩; November 27, 1940 – July 20, 1973), known professionally as Bruce Lee (Chinese: 李小龍), was a Hong Kong-American actor, director, martial artist, martial arts instructor, and philosopher.

Bruce Lee filmography · Linda Lee Cadwell · I Am Bruce Lee · Bruce Lee Library

People also ask

Why did Bruce Lee die?

When did Bruce Lee die?

How did Bruce and Brandon Lee die?

Did Bruce Lee get shot?
Bruce Lee

I fear not the man who has practiced 10,000 kicks once, but I fear the man who has practiced one kick 10,000 times.

http://www.quoteambition.com/bruce-lee-quotes-sayings/